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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

AGRICULTURAL LIVELIHOODS IN HARLAN COUNTY:
A CASE STUDY APPROACH OF TWO FARMS
This thesis explores agricultural livelihoods in Harlan County with
two case studies in order to challenge dominant narratives about Eastern
Kentucky. Harlan County, and Appalachia more broadly, is often written
about in terms of its relationship to extractive industries. Absentee
landownership in Appalachia has been well documented, especially in the
case of coal counties. However, the relationship between extraction and
agricultural livelihoods in Appalachia warrants more attention. The story
of agricultural livelihoods in the region is often pushed to the periphery
much like the practices of “hillside” farming. While geography makes
much of the land unsuitable for farming in Harlan County, a small number
of farmers have seemingly persisted through time. Preliminary findings
suggest an intricate relationship between coal production, land access, and
livelihood diversification through agriculture.
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Chapter One: Introduction
At first it may seem strange to even talk about agriculture in Harlan County, Kentucky, a
place that is more widely known for its relationship to coal production. When I first visited
Harlan County, it was July, and I could not help but notice all the beautiful lush gardens from the
road. Nestled in the valleys and near creek banks, I attempted to identify what I saw from the car
window as I traveled along U.S. Route 119. I would later learn that U.S. Route 119 was home to
some of the best bottom land for farming before it was cleared to make way for transportation in
and out of Harlan. I think of this often now whenever I am traveling through the county.
Appalachian scholars have long maintained that the conflation of coal with Appalachia, and
Harlan County as “coal country,” was created, in part, by discourses of what makes Appalachia
(Berry, C., Obermiller, P., & Scott, S., 2015). In this view, Appalachia has been socially
constructed as “other,” even by academics who have claimed to refute those histories.
Researchers now call for ways of writing about Appalachia without referring to tropes of
“backwardness,” isolation, or other.
This study is inspired by the seminal work of The Appalachian Land Ownership Task
Force (ALOTF 1983), which documented high-rates of absentee land ownership and its impacts
on development patterns in the region. The Appalachian Land Ownership Task Force (ALOTF
1983) found a connection between rural poverty and absentee landownership throughout
Appalachia. Specifically, this study found that 72% of the thirteen-thousand acres of surface land
surveyed in the region were held by absentee landowners, often corporations, especially in the
case of coal counties (ALOTF, 1983, p.14). These extractive industries often did not pay their
fair share in taxes where coal operations were located: in Eastern Kentucky, the average tax per
ton of coal was about 1/50 of a penny or a total of $1,500 (ALOTF 1983, p.48). In counties
th
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characterized as agricultural counties, concerns of “disappearing” farm lands and the loss of
agricultural livelihoods were documented. However, little attention has been paid to the
persistence of agricultural livelihoods in places like Harlan County where coal production has
dominated the local economy.
At the time of the ALOTF 1983 initial study, farmers cited that they felt pressure from
corporate industries to sell their land. I intend to follow up on this claim in order to explore how
agricultural livelihoods are impacted by industrial development and absentee landownership
patterns in Harlan County. Furthermore, this study aims to capture farmer’s experiences of land
access and land tenure in the county. In 1974, there were 46 farmers who farmed 6,697 acres—or
2.2% of the land in Harlan County (as cited in ALOTF, 1980, p. 91-92). At the time, the average
farm size was 146 acres. In 2012, there were 34 farmers who farmed 2.1% of the land
(Zimmerman, 2017). On the surface, these numbers reflect a persistence of farms in Harlan
County, and more persistence than one might expect given the dominance of the coal industry in
the region. However, if one looks more closely at the data between the years 1974 and 2016, the
picture becomes more complicated. In the 1978 Census of Agriculture, the number of farms
decreased to 26 farms on 6,208 acres of land (Census of Agriculture, 1978). By this time, the
average farm size rose to 239 acres. In the years following, however, there is a gradual increase
almost every year until 2016 (Appendix A). It is my hypothesis that this pattern reflects the
boom and bust cycle of the coal industry. As coal production prospered, farming decreased.
However, when coal production started to decline, farming increased. While I was not able to
access the full data to support a causal link, qualitative interviews suggest a turn to farming as a
strategy for livelihood diversification.
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In general, the agricultural landscape of Harlan County is diversified much like mountain
agriculture throughout the world. In 2012, there were 12 farms that fell into the harvested
cropland category, which may include hay or any other harvested crop. By the 2017 census, the
number of farms in this category rose to 24. One of the largest categories for Harlan County was
poultry with 14 farms in 2017 and seven farms in 2012 (Census of Agriculture, 2019). Cattle and
calve farms came next with 9 farms reporting cattle production, most of which in beef
production. Five farms reported inventories with a total of 34 hogs and pigs combined. No farms
reported any corn, wheat, or other grains in production. Four farms reported “vegetable, potato,
or melon” production for sale (Census of Agriculture, 2019). Four farms also reported land in
orchards.
To acknowledge the agricultural landscape in Harlan County requires acknowledging the
limits of the quantitative data available on farms and farm landownership in Kentucky, especially
small-scale farms. I visited the Property Valuation Administration (PVA) office in hopes of
gaining access to agricultural land records. The administrators at the PVA were kind enough to
print these records for me; however, considering that any parcel of land more than ten acres is
considered agricultural land as far as the PVA is concerned in Kentucky, these records are not all
that helpful in determining who actually farms in the county. These records do, however, speak
to the issue of absentee landownership. Of the 1,380 land parcels listed as farms, 659 were listed
as vacant farms. Some of these owners included the same major land companies identified by the
ALOTF (1983) as absentee landowners. For instance, one major land-holding company,
Kingdom Energy Resources owns one land parcel that is 8,249 acres. Absentee landownership is
no secret in Harlan County. When I asked the county extension agent where farms were located
in the county, he explained to me that one thing I had to understand first is the role of absentee
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landownership in the county. He explained that large parcels of land around Black Mountain are
absentee owned. He said there are some farms around Pine Mountain, near Cumberland, and off
Highway 119. This reflects Scott’s (2009) assertion of the importance of “discovering what the
people knew” about absentee landownership in Appalachia through the ALOTF (1983) study. I
share this because as an outsider, I was unsure about whether it was appropriate to ask people
directly about absentee landownership. To be clear, part of my interest in studying agricultural
livelihoods in Harlan County stems from my broader interest in land access for farmers,
including how absentee landownership impacts agricultural livelihoods. I was interested in how
absentee landownership would come up in conversations about farmland; however, I was
surprised how direct the extension agent made the connection between absentee landownership
and farmland in the county.
I believe a qualitative approach is needed to understand the persistence of farming in
Harlan County in order to reveal how agricultural livelihoods are maintained in zones of
extraction. The national trend of U.S. agriculture tells us that it has become more corporatized
since the 1980s; small-scale farmers are being pushed out, leaving corporations with control over
the land and food supply. In the last decade or so, there has been much debate over whether the
small-scale farmer is making a comeback through a resurgence of a “back to the land” or
alternative food movements in the U.S. However, I argue that understanding the persistence of
agricultural livelihoods in Harlan County requires an approach that acknowledges the history of
both coal production and subsistence agriculture. To be clear, there is evidence that suggests
agricultural livelihoods never left Central Appalachia; rather, they were pushed to the periphery.
Agricultural futures throughout Appalachia, when mentioned, tend to focus on opportunities for
growth without addressing the challenges of accessing land. Given the historically high-rates of
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absentee landownership in Harlan County, any discussion of agriculture must also address issues
of land ownership. Moreover, I argue that discussions of agricultural futures must acknowledge
what farmers are doing now.
In the next section, I critique discourses of agricultural development and industrial
development in modern Appalachian history to frame narratives of agricultural livelihoods in
Harlan County. I then introduce theories of uneven development and commodity frontiers to
complicate these discourses of agricultural development and industrial development in
Appalachia.
Discourses of Development
Discourses of development reveal how perceptions of place and stereotypes of
Appalachians throughout modern history have been used to exploit people and natural resources.
These discourses illustrate how Appalachia has been constructed as other and how agricultural
livelihoods in the region have been pushed to the periphery. With these discourses of
development, I hope to explore how agricultural and industrial development has been shaped by
perceptions of people and place in Appalachia.
First, it is important to acknowledge how the role of subsistence agriculture in Eastern
Kentucky shapes discourses of agricultural development. Halperin (1990) writes about what she
refers to as “The Kentucky Way” in an ethnography of rural livelihoods in which she describes
the multiple livelihood strategies—or how people make a living off the land. These multiple
livelihood strategies may include subsistence gardens, yard sales, and some cash crops, but she
claims that even people who raise cash crops may not necessarily call themselves farmers. This
sentiment was echoed by an extension agent in Harlan County when I asked about farmers in the
area. He was adamant that most growers raise crops for subsistence, to feed their families, share,
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barter, and trade with their neighbors. Other informants have said much the same thing: “People
would sooner give it away,” talking about the food they grow. Still, I wonder about the 34
farmers in Harlan County, according to the most recent agricultural census (Zimmerman, 2017).
I spoke with a beginning farmer and former small business owner during one of my first visits to
the field. This man, who does identify as a farmer, is currently growing on 1,500 square feet of
land borrowed from a neighbor. (For reference, there are 43, 560 square feet in an acre). He
gives his neighbor a few veggies and a couple jars of maple syrup to use the land. This farmer
would like to expand his growing capacity, and he is working with the county extension agent to
do that; however, the issue has been finding suitable land. While I acknowledge the history of
subsistence farming in Appalachia, which I will spend more time exploring in the next section, I
also want to explore how the conflation of subsistence farming with all farming in Appalachia
serves to minimize agricultural livelihoods in places like Harlan County.
Discourses of development obscure these links between farming and extractive land uses
by suggesting that there is a natural progression from a farm-based society to an industrialized
economy. Still, I find Pudup (1990) helpful in reminding us that there was an economy in
Appalachia before coal, and that it was based in agriculture. Returning to this preindustrial
history will be invaluable considering that many conversations about Eastern Kentucky tend to
focus exclusively on its dependence on extractive industries. To be clear, Central Appalachia did
not move from an agrarian-based economy to economies of extraction. Rather, as extractive
economies moved into the region, agrarian livelihoods became difficult to maintain for a myriad
of reasons, including the enclosure of land and natural resources. In retrospect, Gaventa (1995)
has written that the ALOTF (1983) relied too much on quantifiable data and expert knowledge,
rather than the lived experiences of the struggle for land access in Appalachia, insisting that this
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kind of knowledge is needed to understand land tenure and its relationship to social,
environmental, economic, and human capital. Stoll (2017) writes that at the turn of the 20
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century, arguments that Appalachians were a “backwards people” in the presence of a wealth of
natural resources was used to justify the enclosure of land and exploitation of people. In this
way, forest enclosure interrupted subsistence livelihoods by making living off the land more
difficult to maintain. In turn, poverty in the mountains was blamed on Appalachians for not
having the fortitude to exploit the abundance of natural resources for material wealth. This
perceived failure in the face of the commodification of land is the same logic that conjured up
the Indian Removal Act of 1830 and the removal of black farmers in the 1980s (Stoll, 2017).
Furthermore, this is the same logic that continues to present itself today to explain persistent
poverty in the region.
Discourses of development often suggest that failures to modernize reflect a lack of
access to technical knowledge. Pudup (1990) suggests that after the industrial revolution, farmers
in Eastern Kentucky did not benefit from technological advances in agriculture, in part because
farming in Appalachia did not fit the model of industrial agriculture. Appalachian farmers could
not take advantage of these advancements in agriculture because their mountain land could not
easily handle equipment. Furthermore, Pudup (1990) notes that because of the focus on
industrialized agriculture, extension agents were not trained on best practices in mountain
agriculture. Portelli’s They say in Harlan: an oral history (2011) offers insight into how these
discourses of agricultural and industrial development were internalized. One informant in
Portelli’s book by the name of James B. Goode explained that family farms in Appalachia did
not fare as well “…because of lack of knowledge in cultivation” (Portelli, 2011, p. 34). Goode
talked about how farmers did not know about, or have access to, fertilizers and the need to use
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crop rotation, especially with corn, which led some to overwork the land. Furthermore, Goode
reflects that others may not have had enough land to let it rest for a season since food production
was the basis of the household economy. Rather than take these remarks at face value, a more
critical analysis calls on us to explore how Goode may have internalized notions of mountain
farming as inferior to commercial agriculture. Deconstructing the notion of knowledge in
cultivation calls on us to consider what Goode may have meant by “knowledge in cultivation.”
Surely, Appalachian farmers had knowledge and experience in cultivation; however, it is a
matter of whether their knowledge was considered valuable. As often the case with qualitative
research, there are intricacies that sometimes present themselves as contradictions. For instance,
it can be true that there are some physical constraints of mountain farming; that is, its limited
production capacity. It can also be true that farmers throughout Appalachia had limited access to
technical assistance. More importantly, discourses of development shape what is considered
agriculture in the public eye. Ultimately, discourses of development that reference a lack of
technical knowledge often depoliticize economic issues by ignoring the role of absentee
landownership and extraction in Appalachia (Fickey and Samers, 2015). As industrialized
agriculture became the preferred farming method by policy makers, mountain farming was
pushed to the periphery.
Coal production as a discourse of development has dominated Eastern Kentucky for over
a century. Pudup (1990) argues that because agriculture could not be industrialized in
Appalachia, economic development had to take another form, insisting that this in itself made
way for economies of extraction. While I will grant that industrial agriculture did not have a
likely future in Eastern Kentucky, it does not follow that extraction was the only possible
economic trajectory. Absentee landownership has played a key role in how extractive economies
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have exploited people and natural resources in Appalachia. Still, subsistence farming and coal
production have a tangled relationship in much of Appalachia, and certainly in Eastern
Kentucky. Subsistence farming is understood as a type of agricultural livelihood where
households raise what they eat. A common phrase from those who grew up in subsistence
farming households is “if we didn’t raise it, we didn’t have it” (Couch, 1991). Coal wages
supported households engaged in subsistence agriculture, and in economic downturns or layoffs,
subsistence agriculture subsidized coal wages. Furthermore, coal operators encouraged
cultivation as a way to keep salaries low (Salstrom, 1994). Jim Garland recounts that when
subsistence farming was no longer a viable livelihood, farmers went to work in the mines
(Portelli, 2011, p. 35). Coal offered and continues to offer, the promise of economic prosperity
and social wellbeing, of better opportunities, higher paying work, but as this excerpt illustrates,
this promise is often short-lived:
“Those who had left their farms to become miners fared little better. In
1932, a survey of 956 unemployed miners in Kentucky and West Virginia
found that only 11 percent wanted to return to mining, while 48 percent
wanted to return to farming. However, by now the return to farming was
blocked, for the miners no longer owned the land.” (ALOTF 1983, p.83)
These findings indicate that the promise of economic prosperity did not last (as we know), and
unfortunately, Appalachians would lose a lot more than their economic well-being in years to
come in terms of long-term health effects, environmental degradation, and a loss of social
capital. Stoll (2014) offers insight into the complex relationship between subsistence gardening
and coal production in what he calls “the captured garden.” Stoll (2014) maintains that whereas
subsistence gardening on private land was a way for miners to assert their agency, the creation of
company towns with mandatory gardens served to transfer power in the hands of coal
companies. In essence, “the captured garden” was one that was co-opted by coal companies as a
9

way to control labor and increase dependence. This was not a new phenomenon. Vast literature
exists on how capital accumulation depends on reduced costs of social reproduction (Salstrom,
1994; Stoll, 2014). In this way, gardens in company towns suppressed wages by meeting food
needs. The importance of land access cannot be overlooked here. Families who moved from
private land to company towns became more dependent on the company to meet their needs.
With limited access to private land, foraging, raising crops and livestock became more
challenging. Company towns had company-run stores and its own currency—script, which kept
miners indebted to the company further depressing earnings. Companies were known to control
access to company gardens during labor strikes, suppressing resistance by essentially starving
miners and their families (Stoll, 2014). Harlan County is home to two company coal towns: one
in Benham, which was started by International Harvester and one in Lynch, which was the
largest coal company town built by U.S. Steel in 1917 to bring miners to work in the mines.
Discourses of agricultural and industrial development in Appalachian modern history
reveal that these discourses evoke perceptions and stereotypes of people and place. The notion
that Appalachia is “lagging behind” reflects western modernization theories that suggest
societies develop in linear stages, often from agricultural to industrial (Fickey and Samers, 2015;
Keefe, 2008). Moreover, Fickey and Samer (2015) call for new ways of talking about
development in Appalachia that acknowledges alternative economic practices. These alternative
economic practices help show how “…capitalist and non-capitalist practices coexist in the
economic landscape” (Fickey and Samers, 2015, p.123). Uneven development theory specifies
how capital accumulation results in exploitation, subverting arguments that Appalachia suffers
from underdevelopment. Theories of commodity frontiers help explain how patterns of uneven
development can be observed. Commodity frontiers take the form of minimum capital
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investment that is used to accumulate land, labor, and resources of a place (Marley, 2016) These
frontiers typically produce one commodity in mass quantities. In Central Appalachia, Marley
(2016) argues, coal has been the most recent commodity frontier whereas agriculture is an
example of a commodity frontier in the Midwest. Frontiers depend on the unpaid work of
households through subsistence means and the exploitation of a cheap labor force. More clearly,
the theory of commodity frontier helps shed light on the relationship between coal production
and the persistence of agricultural livelihoods in Harlan County. What makes commodity frontier
arguments particularly relevant is how it enables us to conceptualize the history of coal
production throughout Appalachia. The commodity frontier of coal offers a way to think about
the relationship between coal dominance and patterns of uneven development in the region.
Furthermore, Goodstein (1989) problematizes the notion of underdevelopment in Appalachia,
stating that it is not underdevelopment, but “…a very deliberate pattern of development over the
last century of the region’s natural resources” (p.528). In other words, much of Appalachia was
developed (in part) only for extractive industries. Because of the history of outside capital
investment, Goodstein argues Appalachians have become dependent on boom and bust
economies. Whether coal or timber, extractive industries are often owned by absentee
landowners and sometimes local elites, who take the profits elsewhere.
More recent discourses of development about agricultural futures in Eastern Kentucky
often ignore the issue of land access in the context of absentee landownership. A recent study by
Rossi et al. (2018) concluded that southeast Kentucky has the physical capacity to produce
enough food to feed the entire region, if resources were exploited to their capacity. The authors
spent little time discussing land access except for a footnote where they conceded that land
access is “…often limited due to complicated ownership and deed structure” (p.17). The
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complicated ownership they mention most likely refers to patterns of absentee landownership.
Deed structure could refer to issues of “land in heirs” as land is passed down and divided up
among family members overtime (Deaton, 2005). Rossi et al. (2018) offers an example of
production-focused development discourses that are not grounded in the social realities of place.
In essence, Rossi et al. (2018) claim that in a perfect world, where all things are equal, farmers in
southeast Kentucky have the potential to produce much more than they currently do. However,
once we consider land access, the picture becomes more complicated. Moreover, increasing
production capacity often means hiring more help, which can pose a challenge for small-scale
farmers. The implication is that any failure to meet these production capacities is a result of
personal failures, rather than indicative of the effect of land ownership patterns. Furthermore,
this argument evokes the same discourses that have prevailed about agricultural livelihoods in
Appalachia since the 19th century (Stoll, 2017). When the social conditions and constraints of
farming in Eastern Kentucky are not acknowledged, failure to meet production capacities
presents itself as failures of farmers rather than indicative of a system that does not support
small-scale agriculture.
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Land Access
Understanding land access and land tenure as it relates to agricultural livelihoods
complicates dominant discourses of agricultural development throughout Appalachia.
Furthermore, how farmers have accessed and sustained those livelihoods considering high rates
of absentee landownership will enrich our understandings of the complex relationships between
agricultural livelihoods and extraction. At the time of the Appalachian Land Study, the top 25%
of landowners held 116 times more land than the bottom 25 percent in Harlan County. This trend
was not present in all Appalachian counties, but high-rates of unequal distributions of land were
found where the coal industry was present (ALOTF 1983). Furthermore, when it comes to
absentee landownership, 56% of the land surveyed in Appalachia was held by out-of-county
owners (p.12). Corporate absentee landowners were also more likely to own disproportionally
more acres of land than individual owners.
With corporate landownership, land prices are often inflated. A case study of Harlan
County found housing shortages with residents citing that corporate owners would not sell the
land for any price (ALOTF, 1980, p.85). One individual wealthy landowner wanted $500,000 for
6 ½ acres and another wanted $250,000 for eight acres in the town of Harlan (ALOTF, 1980,
p.95). In both of these examples, the prospective buyer wanted to use the land to build houses to
address the housing shortage in Harlan County. However, the cost of the properties in both cases
was prohibitive to affordable housing development. Absentee landowners often hold onto land
until the next natural resource can be exploited (ALOTF, 1983). The health and environmental
risks to miners and residents who live near the mining site are now well documented. In this
way, coal as a commodity frontier helps us understand how uneven development patterns lead to
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persistent rural poverty in Appalachia. One can observe the abandoned buildings in the coal
camps of Benham and Lynch that were once part of booming town centers as evidence of the
development that is now in decay. Coal camps provide a particularly chilling example of uneven
development considering that they were built for the purposes of providing a ready exploitable
labor force. When the labor was no longer needed, the towns were essentially abandoned by the
companies. In the case of Benham and Lynch, they became incorporated towns in 1961 and
1963, respectively (Benham Schoolhouse Inn, 2017; Kentucky Foundation, 2007).
Analyzing the current state of land access and land ownership among the small number
of farmers in Harlan County sheds light on how agricultural livelihoods are maintained in zones
of extraction. The Appalachian Land Ownership Task Force (1983) noted that farmers were
under pressure by energy and natural resource corporations and government entities who saw
agricultural land for its tourism or recreational potential. While much of the Appalachia region is
known for its coal production, little attention has focused on agricultural livelihoods, including
how farmers gain access and maintain agricultural livelihoods. Given the urgency of economic
transition efforts, this moment is particularly appropriate to explore the relationship between
agricultural livelihoods and coal production.
Site Selection: Why Eastern Kentucky?
Historically, high rates of absentee landownership have existed in Eastern Kentucky, and
throughout Appalachia. Moreover, the Appalachian region is characterized by high-levels of
persistent poverty despite numerous reforms and state interventions. Agriculture, when present,
has typically taken the form of small-scale agriculture in part because of the mountainous
geography of the Appalachian region. However, more research is needed to understand the
relationship between absentee landownership and land access for agricultural livelihoods.
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In Eastern Kentucky, absentee landownership usually means corporate ownership by coal
or timber companies. In Harlan County, Kentucky, specifically, a recent Census of Agriculture
Survey showed that nearly half of farmers were part-owners as compared to full-owners
(Zimmerman, 2017). On the national level, the U.S. Department of Agriculture reports that
nearly 40 percent of farmers do not own the land they farm (USDA, 2014). Another way of
looking at it, there were four million acres of farmland rented out in Kentucky (Census of
Agriculture 2012). These numbers can be better understood when contextualized within the local
and regional realities of land access for agricultural livelihoods. Moreover, Engle (2018) has
argued for the need for qualitative accounts of agriculture in Eastern Kentucky because some of
those engaged in agriculture are not represented on the Census of Agriculture.
Corporate industries in Appalachia have maintained control over the land and natural
resources, leaving residents with limited economic opportunities. Part of understanding land
access and land tenure requires looking at the structural arrangements of agricultural livelihoods,
including to what extent farmers are supported by local officials and policy makers.
Understanding the persistence of agriculture livelihoods in Harlan County will contribute
towards understanding broader systems of land access in zones of extraction.
Agricultural Livelihoods
The structural arrangements of agricultural livelihoods are complicated by patterns of
inequitable access to land and the ability to make a living from farming (Green, Green, and
Kleiner, 2011). Global markets have made farming more challenging for small-scale farms
everywhere. In the U.S., 52 percent of farmers have another primary occupation (Census of
Agriculture 2012). Less than two percent of the U.S. population is employed in farming, (Census
of Agriculture 2012). For many households, off-farm work provides much needed income for
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expenses beyond food. This represents a growing global trend as indicated above with over half
of U.S. farmers having off-farm primary occupations. The Appalachian region also has seen high
rates of outmigration in recent decades. The boom and bust economy of coal, and other
extractive industries, has also led to outmigration in Eastern Kentucky, and Appalachia as a
whole. The amount of land extractive industries, like coal companies, hold and the power they
wield in the region limits options for alternative economic livelihoods:
An example may be found in Harlan County, Kentucky, where 64 percent of the land is
owned by corporate and absentee interests, and 38 percent were employed in mining.
Between 1960 and 1970 Harlan County lost 36 percent of its population (ALOTF 1983,
p.73).
It is my goal to emphasize not only the economic value of landownership, but also the
social and cultural significance of land access. Wendell Berry writes about the cultural meanings
of agricultural livelihoods, often focusing on the devaluing of agricultural work, of caring for the
land, and a reverence for manual work. Berry has a way with words that reminds us of what is
important. Rather than speed towards economic development (at any cost), Berry states in his
essay, What Are People For?:
In the country, meanwhile, there is work to be done. This is the inescapable necessary
work of restoring and caring for our farms, forests, and rural towns and communities—
work that we have not been able to pay people to do for forty years and that, thanks to our
forty-year “solution to the farm problem,” few people any longer know how to do (1990,
p.125).
Here, Berry makes a call to action that seeks to restore purpose to our daily lives. He refers to the
need for people to work the land, to restore it for future generations. He mentions the “solution to
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the farm problem” as a critique of agricultural policies, like former USDA director Earl Butz’s
“get big or get out,” agriculture that led to a small number of farm operators and the devastating
social and environmental effects of industrial agriculture references (Philpott, 2008). These
policies have disregarded small-scale farmers as unnecessary, but now experts increasingly call
for the need to move away from industrial farming and toward more sustainable farming
practices (Foley et al., 2011). hooks (2009) writes about what land access means for
marginalized peoples. She writes about how with land access, African Americans could assert
their autonomy in the face of oppressive structures. When we talk about development, hooks and
Berry call on us to evaluate what exactly it is that we are moving towards. Both writers from
rural Kentucky are highly critical of unchecked capitalism and the ability of economic
development to address issues of poverty. Given the history of the Appalachian region, there is
much reason to be critical of the oppressive structures that lead to inequitable development and
persistent poverty.
In essence, this thesis considers the social and cultural significance of agricultural
livelihoods in Harlan County. First, this requires elucidating land access and the arrangement of
agricultural livelihoods through an analysis of land records and oral history interviews. Land
access is often a barrier for small-scale producers. Land prices are increasing, leading to
displacement. Farm operators struggle to maintain livelihoods solely from agriculture or forestry.
The average farmer is 58 years old in the U.S. (Census of Agriculture 2012). These trends
indicate that the current agricultural landscape is not working for those most dependent on land
for agrarian livelihoods. A deeper analysis reveals that these entrenched neoliberal food systems
are only working for a small percentage of corporate, mostly absentee landowners (McMichael,
2008). Climate change will continue to make farming more challenging, and industrial
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agriculture will only exacerbate that problem. Marginalized rural people will continue to be
displaced and struggle to find a place where they can exist.
Advocates insist that land and agricultural reforms will need to emerge from the bottomup (as they have in the past) to have the kind a positive impact on those most affected by issues
of land access and rural livelihoods. To this end, Davis and Baker (2015) argue that “in an ideal
world, communities should be able to chart their own economic futures, free from narrow
dictates of single industries and the absentee land ownership of their land and natural resources”
(111). Specifically, Davis and Baker (2015) suggest that “the future of the coalfields” depends on
industry regulations that address resident’s concerns over the land and natural resources. For
much of history throughout Appalachia, local residents, especially land-based rural people, did
not have much of a say in the kind of development that came to the region. As such, much of that
development came in the form of extractive industries from absentee landowners, who treated
Appalachia like a sacrifice zone (Kuletz, 1998). In this context, there is much to be learned from
exploring how agricultural livelihoods are maintained.
Discourses of development in the region illustrate how coal has been reinforced as
identity in Appalachia, and how agricultural livelihoods have been pushed to the periphery.
Agricultural futures, when mentioned, tend to focus on opportunities for growth without
addressing the challenges of accessing land. Given the high-rates of absentee landownership,
historically, in Harlan County, any discussion of agriculture must also address issues of land
ownership. These discourses of development also point to how agricultural livelihoods have been
minimized in the context of industrial development. Furthermore, I maintain we must begin by
acknowledging what farmers in the county are doing now. Considering the vast changes in
agriculture in the past forty years, it is my goal to analyze oral histories to offer a descriptive
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account of what agricultural livelihoods in Harlan County look like today. It is my hope that
these narratives will help researchers better understand land access and patterns of land
ownership in zones of extraction. Moreover, I believe that with their deep connection to land,
farmers have much to offer conversations of rural development. In Harlan County, the
relationship between coal production and agriculture emerges again and again. I explore this
relationship in order to understand how agricultural livelihoods are accessed and maintained in
the context of coal dominance
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Chapter Two: Methodology
Introduction: Why Oral History?
In this chapter, I discuss the methods I used in conducting this research, including my
justification for using oral histories to answer my research question of how agricultural
livelihoods in Harlan County are maintained and how farmers access land. As I have argued, a
solely quantitative approach with the data available on farms at the county level does not tell us
much, other than how many acres and how many farms exist. Moreover, considering the
troubling history of narratives about Appalachia, it is important to consult the real experts—the
farmers themselves. Oral history as a method seeks to put the narrative in the hands of those who
have lived it, and often this means people who have been marginalized by dominant historical
narratives. I argue that research on farmers in Harlan County is well suited for an oral history
approach. I would also argue that research on agricultural livelihoods elsewhere in Appalachia
could benefit from an oral history approach in order to explore questions of agricultural
livelihoods throughout the region.
Oral history offers insight into the subjective lived experience, or how individuals make
sense of their experiences. My use of this method is not to sensationalize or essentialize the
voices of farmers, but rather to acknowledge the value of their stories in the production of
knowledge. Oral historians believe that as much can be learned from the way the story is told as
what is told (Sarkar, 2012). This means that careful attention is paid to where the narrator begins
the story and where the story ends. Oral history is often conducted in an unstructured format,
meaning the narrator decides the trajectory of the story. Other times, a structured approach is
used to focus on a particular event or aspect of life. It should be noted that oral historians are not
so much in search for absolute truths, but rather interpretations of lived experiences in a
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particular time and place. These interpretations are no less real, for they tell us how individuals
construct the narratives of their lives at that moment. However, in this we acknowledge that how
someone tells their story depends on how they perceive the interviewer, and perhaps what they
think the interviewer wants to hear or how they themselves want to be perceived (Visweswaran,
1994). In this process, the positionality of the researcher is acknowledged, and continually
deconstructed; however, equally important is how the narrator positions their-self and asserts
their agency (Sarkar, 2008). In oral history, we acknowledge the subjectivity of the narrator as
well as our subjectivity as researchers. My subjectivity as a researcher is revealed in what and
how I choose to study. Subjectivity is also revealed in the process of analyzing data, which I will
discuss in greater detail in the analysis section. As Portelli’s (2011) writes, I wondered how I
would be received in Harlan County, and at times, I was surprised how willing people were to
talk to me. However, I think the fact that I was not claiming to be an expert helped. Like Portelli
(2011), I learned “…the most important thing I had to offer were my ignorance and my desire to
learn” (p.7). This led me to pay attention to how I conducted myself in the oral history
interviews. I had a list of questions as a guide; however, I took a more unstructured approach in
the field, letting the narrators determine the direction of the interview. I listened to what was
important to them and asked follow-up questions as appropriate. Throughout this process, I
realized my goals were two-fold: I had an interest in agricultural livelihoods as it relates to
landownership patterns, but I soon realized the importance of people having the space to tell their
story is of equal, if not more value.
The method of oral history has been used widely throughout Appalachia, although
perhaps most notably with Portelli’s (2011) They Say in Harlan. Oral history has been used to
understand the gender dynamics of farm families (Scott, 1996), to explore agriculture and
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community in Southeast Kentucky, (Engle, 2018), and on poverty in Appalachia more broadly
(Glen, 1995). I am grateful to have been able to draw on these oral histories, especially the
archived recordings from University of Kentucky Libraries’ “Family Farms of Kentucky:
Transition from Farming to Alternate Employment in Eastern Kentucky Oral History Project”
(Albert, E., Lewton, Z., & Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History, 1991). My sentiment on the
value of archived oral histories echoes what Glen (1995) wrote more than twenty years ago:
The next step is difficult yet crucial: to use existing oral histories and new narratives in
the construction of an historical approach that respects diversity, acknowledges
interrelationships, and substitutes for hierarchical dichotomies a carefully balanced forum
of viewpoints. Oral history is maturing to the point where it is now possible to recreate
such an historical conversation (p.93).
Ultimately, my goal in this chapter is to make the case for using oral histories to offer an account
of agricultural livelihoods in Harlan County that acknowledges the nuance, complexity of
viewpoints, and diversity of experiences.
Research Design
Through a case study design of two farms in Harlan County, contextualized through
archived oral histories (n=7) conducted in the 1990s and other literature, this study seeks to offer
a descriptive picture of farming in Harlan County. I conducted two interviews with a beginning
farmer and a second-generation apple grower. This approach contributes much needed
qualitative data on individual landowners who own less than 250 acres, a group on which the
ALOTF (1983) did not collect data. Gaventa (1995) later wrote that the ALOTF (1983) placed
perhaps too much emphasis on quantifiable data and not enough on lived experiences. Beyond
that, this study offers insight into agriculture in Harlan County from a historical perspective.
Initial selection criteria included someone who had had been farming in Harlan County for at
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least 30 years either past or present. I later decided to include the perspective of a beginning
farmer because of what his story contributes about farms in Harlan County.
Looking for a more in depth understanding of the relationship between landownership
and agricultural livelihoods, oral history interviews serve as a way to tell the story behind the
quantitative data available both on landownership and farmers in Harlan County. Background
research shows that almost half of recorded farmers in Harlan County are categorized as partowners. This data alone is not sufficient in understanding the structural relationships farmers
have with land and the means of agricultural production. Furthermore, a closer look at the data
available on farms in Harlan County reveals the limits of quantitative data for understanding
what agricultural livelihoods actually look like. Moreover, in the case of Harlan County, the
average farm size is positively skewed by farms of over 1,000 acres. While the average farm size
in 2016 was 134 acres, the majority of farms are 10-49 acres (Zimmerman, 2017). This points to
the need to explore agricultural livelihoods from a qualitative perspective. With oral history
interviews, this data is contextualized to better understand what agricultural livelihoods look like
in Harlan County.
Background Interviews
I began with background interviews with three farm service providers (Grow Appalachia,
Community Farm Alliance, and UK Cooperative Extension in Harlan County) in order to gain a
greater understanding of the role of agriculture in Harlan County and to identify potential
farmers to interview. Moreover, I was interested in what kind of projects farm service providers
were doing in the county. In these semi-structured interviews, I asked farm service providers
about the history of farming in the county from their perspective as well as what agriculture
looks like today.
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As the Assistant Director of Grow Appalachia reflected, this region is special because
there are so many organizations that support farmers. During this conversation, Candace
introduced me to the term “market gardener,” which Grow Appalachia uses with families to talk
about growing food beyond the households’ needs. This came at a critical time as I was
struggling to come up with appropriate language. Candace explained how the term “farmer” can
be intimidating because people think you have to have a lot of land, growing capacity, or
equipment to be a farmer. However, market gardener is a term that people seem to be able to
relate to more readily. This stage of the research gave me insight into the kind of projects farm
service providers were doing in Eastern Kentucky. These background interviews also served as a
critical connection to farmers in Harlan County. When I walked into the extension office in
Harlan to meet with an extension agent, I was immediately introduced to a farmer who was in his
office. I ended up being able to talk to both of them for almost an hour during one of my first
field visits. This is the beginning farmer I would end up conducting an oral history interview
with and who connected me to more farmers in the county. Background interviews and
background research gave me the language to talk to farmers about their experiences. Through
this process, I was able to revise my questions to make them relevant.
Oral History Interviews
In the tradition of oral history, these interviews seek to call upon the wealth of knowledge
of everyday people in their own lives. In this way, not only is the tradition of story-telling
preserved, but this approach also calls into question the notion of “expert” knowledge. Being
unsatisfied with what agricultural economists had to offer about the future of farming in Eastern
Kentucky, the choice to draw upon oral histories was deliberate. By conducting an oral history
interview with a beginning farmer and a second-generation farmer, I explain what agricultural
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livelihoods in Harlan County look like today. By triangulating their experiences with archived
oral history interviews, I lend evidence to the agricultural contributions of Appalachian farmers.
I have argued that any discussion of faming must also address issues of land access. To this end,
I asked how farmers accessed the land they work and paid close attention to how land access
came up in archived oral histories. Moreover, in the process of doing oral history, I realized the
importance of letting narrators tell their story on their terms. I began to understand the social
significance of oral history--offering a pathway for someone to share what they know to be true.
Both farmers were more than willing to participate, and in fact seemed appreciative to have been
asked. Terry Creech shared that he was happy to participate because his “…county does not get
enough positive recognition.” It was in this moment that I felt what it meant to do oral history. I
realized it was not just about what I wanted to find as a researcher, but what I could offer to
those who participated. This changed the way I asked questions, compelling me to take a more
unstructured approach as I became critical of taking what may have been considered an
“extractive” approach with rigid questioning. I let the narrator take the lead, especially in the
second oral history I conducted. Understanding what it meant for farmers in Harlan County to
share their experiences, I wanted to take care to listen to the story they had to tell. The oral
history I conducted with the beginning farmer lasted a little over one hour. The oral history with
the second-generation apple grower lasted over two hours.
I set out to conduct an oral history interview with a farmer who had been farming for
more than thirty years in order to follow up on claims by the ALOTF (1983) that farmland in
Appalachia was under threat. As often the case with qualitative research, my approach changed
somewhat “in the field.” Early on in my research, I met a beginning farmer whose story I felt
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was important to include to understand the current state of land access in Harlan County. He was
also the person several people would recommend I interview.
Through the archived collection of University of Kentucky Libraries’ “Family Farms of
Kentucky: Transition from Farming to Alternate Employment in Eastern Kentucky Oral History
Project,” I looked for oral histories that mentioned Harlan County (Albert, E., Lewton, Z., &
Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History, 1991). Of the 54 archived interviews, there were 15 that
mentioned Harlan County. I selected interviews with John C. Creech and Mary Creech, of
Creech Orchards, now Apple Tree, because the orchard is now in its second generation of family
ownership. These interviews would offer the longitudinal perspective I was hoping to find. I
followed up with Terry Creech, who has been a part of the orchard since 1975 to capture his
experience of operating a commercial apple orchard in Harlan County.
With an intimate relationship with land, farmers in Harlan County can help us understand
the structural arrangements of landownership for agricultural livelihoods along with its social,
economic, and cultural significance. These interviews enabled me to explore experiences of land
access and challenges that farmers have encountered in maintaining or gaining access to land. I
tried to capture perspectives on the role of absentee landownership in Harlan County. Absentee
landownership might be described as the peoples struggle for land and access to the natural
resources that govern their lives. How people access land for agricultural livelihoods in
Appalachia has not been widely documented in recent decades, especially in the case of counties
with a history of coal production. Considering that agriculture in Appalachia tends to be smallscale, both because of geography and historical landownership patterns, the persistence of
subsistence agriculture in Harlan County warrants scholarly attention. Furthermore, I maintain
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that it is important to acknowledge how farmers have experienced and how they perceive the
relationship between absentee landownership and agricultural livelihoods.
Land Parcel Records
Since one of my main research interests is land access for small-scale farmers, I visited
the Property Valuation Assessment (PVA) office in Harlan County to obtain access to land
parcel records. My hope is to be able to discern the classification of “vacant farm” properties and
the impact this has on the county. However, even administrators at the PVA told me they do not
have a good idea of who actually farms in the county and where those farms are located because
of how farmland is classified in Kentucky. Considering that any property over ten acres is
classified as agricultural land, as far as the PVA is concerned, it is difficult to tell which
properties are indeed working farms. I am interested in whether the county has a protocol for
dealing with vacant properties, of which there are thousands. In the oral history interview I
conducted, Woody shared that the county owns hundreds of properties, one of which they have
agreed to lease to him so he can expand his farming operations.
Data Analysis
In the process of data analysis, I paid close attention to how the narrator told their story,
indicating what was important to them to reveal about themselves. This included how they
introduced themselves and where they chose to begin their story. It also meant paying attention
to what topics they focused on in the interview and what kind of emotional responses were
evoked. I transcribed interviews with all identifying information removed, unless the participant
wanted to be identified. I coded for common themes on agricultural livelihoods, land access,
absentee landownership as well as other themes that emerged, including the complex relationship
between agriculture and coal production in Harlan County. I included rival explanations in the
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data analysis to consider what other factors may explain case study findings, other than what I
focused on as a researcher. All data collected was systematically organized by type of data
collected and put into descriptive categories. The analysis of this data helped shed light on what
agricultural livelihoods look like today and how farming has changed over time in Harlan
County. As typical with qualitative research, data analysis was an ongoing process throughout
the course of the study. In fact, my background interviews with farm service providers helped me
articulate my questions in the field. My field notes from participant observation were analyzed
separate from interview transcripts so that I as a researcher can acknowledge any biases I bring
to the field.
Limitations
I have sought to not overstate what I think this research reveals about agricultural
livelihoods in Harlan County, and what this research means for Eastern Kentucky more broadly.
The first limitation of this thesis is the small sample size of two farms in Harlan County. These
two case studies do not allow for generalizations of agricultural livelihoods in Harlan County.
Rather, my goal was to complicate discourses of agricultural development to offer an in depth
analysis of the agricultural contributions of mountain farmers. I triangulated the experiences I
documented with archived oral histories in order to increase the validity of my arguments.
Moreover, I realize this research could have benefitted from capturing the experiences of
women and people of color who farm. I met one African American woman from Harlan County,
whose family once farmed, at a farming conference in Eastern Kentucky. Unfortunately, I was
not able to arrange an interview with her in time for this study. I also learned that another
African American woman I knew had family from Harlan County. She described her family as
coal miners and she was surprised to hear that I was researching agriculture in Harlan. I believe it
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is important to acknowledge the agricultural contributions of women and people of color in small
farming systems. I am not satisfied that I have done this justice here, but perhaps that is for
another paper.
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Chapter Three: Case Studies through Oral History Interviews
In this section, I share oral history interviews I conducted with a beginning farmer and a
second-generation farmer in Harlan County. The analysis integrates archived oral histories from
University of Kentucky Libraries “Family Farms of Kentucky: Transition from Farming To
Alternate Employment in Eastern Kentucky Oral History Project” (Albert, E., Lewton, Z., &
Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History, 1991). By looking to the past, we can better understand
the persistence of agricultural livelihoods in Harlan County, and how agricultural livelihoods are
situated in the context of subsistence farming and coal production.
Archived Oral History Interviews
Harold Patterson was born in 1938 and raised in Harlan County. The construction of U.S.
119 took his mother’s homeplace of about five to six acres and the family had to relocate. His
father died in a coal mining accident when he was two-years old. His family had fifty acres of
“bottom land” where they grew corn, hay, and soy beans. Harold also mentioned that his
grandmother was the daughter of William Creech, who donated land to Pine Mountain
Settlement School. His grandfather later leased hundreds of acres of mountain land from a coal
company and had forty or fifty acres of bottomland in corn and hay. His grandfather also worked
in the logging industry and as a flagger on the highway. He described his grandmother as a
housewife, who tended the garden and took her dog squirrel hunting. His grandfather’s farm
employed local men, but he said it became increasingly difficult to find labor, especially in the
labor-intensive cane fields. Mr. Patterson said he always kept a garden—“…couldn’t live
without a garden” (Patterson, H., 1991). He recalled how he hated gardening growing up but
enjoyed it as a hobby later in life. He also thought that farming could be successful again;
however, “…land is the problem” (Patterson, H., 1991).
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Hazel Couch was born in 1925 in Harlan County. She described how her family moved
quite often, but they always had a garden of corn, potatoes, beans, and “most everything”
because “that’s what you ate” (Couch, 1991). Her father worked in the coal mines and later
worked as a sheriff. Her mother often kept cows for milk and butter and other livestock;
however, when her family lived in the Three Point mining camp, they were not allowed to keep
animals. Her father was shot and killed when she was eight years old. After her family moved
from the coal camp, they were able to have cows, pigs and chickens again. Hazel later lived in
the Bardo mining camp with her husband, who worked in the lumber industry. The Bardo camp
did allow residents to keep animals. Hazel said that almost everywhere she lived, as a child and
as an adult, they usually rented the property. Hazel kept a grocery store for years. She also talked
about her daughter who had worked with coal companies and for Farm Bureau.
Donna Cox was born in Harlan County in 1949. At the time of the interview, she had
been a teacher for twenty-one years in Harlan County schools. Growing up, her family raised a
garden, and her father “worked in the mines or was on strike” (Cox, D., 1991). Her family did
not have much land, so they always gardened on someone else’s land. Donna insisted that “they
wouldn’t take money” for using for the land (Cox, D., 1991). She talked about how everyone
farmed back then, and how it seems like some of that is getting lost. She mentioned that at the
time the school had just lost their seventh agricultural education teacher in eight years and the
principal indicated that they were not planning on replacing them. Donna was concerned about
this because agriculture is part of the heritage of Harlan County. Donna and her husband,
Raymond Cox, spent four or five years looking for land in Harlan County before they were able
to buy from one of Donna’s neighbors growing up, Mamaw Cartis. Donna described that
Mamaw Cartis was like family growing up.
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Raymond Cox was born in Laurel County in 1948 and later moved to Harlan County with
his wife, Donna Cox. Raymond also had been a teacher in Harlan County schools for over
twenty years at the time of the interview. His father was a part-time farmer and also worked on
the railroad. He explained that farming supplemented his father’s low-wages as a railroad
worker. Growing up, his family had about 30 acres of mostly pasture, but also corn and hay to
feed the animals. His family had a big garden where most of the family’s food came from. He
described most of the land as “hillside land,” which they plowed with mules and cut grass with a
scythe. He talked about how he did not like farm work growing up, but later learned to
appreciate it as an adult. Raymond described that some properties in Harlan County were listed
for $2,000 an acre in 1981 (Cox, R., 1991). At the time of the interview, Raymond and Donna
had a family farm of their own as what they described as a hobby. They had about 2-3 acres in
corn and 10-12 acres in hay. They also raised cattle and had a garden that was a quarter of an
acre. He described that they never had to buy beans or potatoes.
On Black Mountain, the highest point in Kentucky at 4,145 feet, sits an apple orchard
started in 1975 by John Creech, of Harlan County, and his wife Mary Creech, of Letcher County.
John Creech worked a variety of jobs, including working in the mines and attended University of
Kentucky to pursue music before starting the apple business (Creech, J., 1991; Creech, M.,
1991). His father was in the lumber business. Growing up, Mr. Creech said his family gardened
as a hobby, but they did not have to depend on what they grew because his father had a good job.
Mr. Creech described how he “went broke mining coal and moved to Florida” to earn money to
pay off his debts. In Florida, the Creech family had a marble and tile construction business
before they moved back in 1975. He was inspired to start growing apples because he was
unsatisfied with the apples in the stores in Florida and when he moved back home to Kentucky.
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He said they were nothing like the apples he remembered growing up. Mary Creech came from a
subsistence farming family. Growing up, Mary talked about how her family’s garden was about
one mile from the house on another family member’s land because their land was too steep for
gardening. The Creech family sold a piece of property to Arch Mineral Company in exchange for
some land off U.S. 119 to build a house and a long-term lease on fifty acres of land on Black
Mountain for an orchard. The Creech’s son, Terry, who has been involved in the orchard since
they started, now operates the orchard on Black Mountain.
Now that I have given an overview of the archived oral history interviews I analyzed, I
will introduce the oral histories I conducted with a second-generation commercial apple grower
and a beginning farmer in Harlan County.
A Second-Generation Apple Orchard in Harlan County
Terry—John and Mary Creech’s son--introduced himself as a former coal miner “…like
most people in Harlan,” he said; however, he has been involved in the family orchard since 1975.
He worked in the mines for twelve years for a company owned by a family member. His parents,
who he said were worried about him coal mining “…because people were dying left and
right…”, told him if he would quit coal mining, they would start a commercial orchard. Terry
worked in the coal mines for twelve years before his parents said they would start a commercial
apple orchard if he would quit coal mining. Terry explained that his parents were disgusted with
coal mining. The way Terry described it was “you have to do something,” to make a living in a
place where there are not many other options. Terry begins the story of the orchard by saying, “it
seems like God wanted us to grow apples.” At the time, the family had twenty-five apple trees in
what Terry describes as a hobby. After one cold winter, they noticed that one of their gala apples,
which was a yellow apple variety, grew red. They had an extension agent come out to look at the
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tree, and he described it as a mutation in the tree that was probably worth a lot of money. Terry
insists that it was the “scarlett gala” that allowed them to start the orchard. In the third year after
the scarlett gala was patented, they earned $50,000, which inspired them to begin looking for
land to plant an orchard in Harlan County. Terry describes how he and his parents would look at
geological maps of Black Mountain to find a potential orchard site.
A Beginning Farmer in Harlan County: The Story of Hartlove Farms
Woody is a beginning farmer who begins by saying, “I’m not originally from here.” He
moved to Harlan County in 2003 after he met his wife, who is from Harlan. Woody says he was
a military brat so his family moved often, but if they had the space, his mother would put in a
small garden. Woody served nine years in the Navy himself, and later lived in Virginia Beach,
where he was able to garden again. Woody recalls that he almost always kept a garden into
adulthood. “It’s sort of in the blood,” he said, and he has always enjoyed it. When I first met
Woody at the Cooperative Extension Office, he was growing on 1,500 square feet of borrowed
land from a neighbor. At the time, he was working with an extension agent to access more land
in order to expand his farming operations. Even though he was growing crops on far less than an
acre, he had a diversified selection of lettuces, collard greens, mustard greens, and tomatoes, to
name a few. Woody spearheaded efforts to restart the Farmer’s Market in Harlan County and
currently serves as the market manager, which is an unpaid position. Woody’s name came up
repeatedly when I asked farm service providers who I should talk to about agriculture in Harlan
County.
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Land Access
As a researcher interested in the livelihoods of small-scale farmers, how farmers access
land and maintain land tenure is of particular interest to me. Moreover, considering the historic
trends of absentee landownership throughout Appalachia, how farmers access land and maintain
land tenure in zones of extraction is a topic that warrants more attention (ALOTF, 1983). As
mentioned earlier, the quantitative data available on farms in Harlan County is not sufficient for
understanding the structural arrangements of agricultural livelihoods, including how and under
what conditions agricultural livelihoods are accessed and maintained. On the surface, the
quantitative data on farms might suggest that agricultural livelihoods have persisted in Harlan
County over the last 40 years; however, this data does not tell us under which conditions and
constraints agricultural livelihoods have been maintained.
Early on in this research, the way land access and absentee landownership came up
affirmed my argument that any discussion of agriculture in Harlan County must address the issue
of land. In my first meeting with the extension agent, he insisted that I had to understand the role
of absentee landownership when I asked about farmers in Harlan County. In this meeting, I also
learned that Woody wanted to expand his farming operations, but that finding available land in
the county was a challenge. In his oral history, Woody talked about several informal land
agreements that did not end up working out. In one agreement, Woody had access to five acres
of land in Harlan County, but that arrangement fell through after someone shot a deer and left the
carcass on the owner’s property. The owners assumed that it was Woody and kicked him off the
land. Woody says it was a misunderstanding, but he was glad this happened early on before he
made any improvements to the land. When it comes to land in Harlan County, Woody recalls
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that you do not see available land parcels of fifty acres; rather, most properties are between two
to five acres.
Woody shared a similar story about his father-in-law who borrowed an acre of two of
“bottom land” next to the river from a neighbor in Harlan County, which his father-in-law kept a
garden on for over twenty years. When his father-in-law passed away, the land was passed down
to a great-nephew, who at first said he was going to build a house on it, but later ended up
leasing the property to someone else to garden. At first Woody sounded disappointed when
talking about what felt like a missed opportunity with this piece of land; however, he perked up
when he mentioned the two acres of property he recently acquired from the county. By working
closely with the county extension agent and demonstrating an impressive production capacity on
1,500 square feet next to the railroad tracks, Woody was able to gain access to a two-acre plot
owned by the county. Woody recalled that he noticed the vacant property, which is near his
house, a few years ago and dreamt of its gardening potential. He mentioned that the county owns
hundreds of properties that were once owned by the Army Corps of Engineers, perhaps acquired
during the construction of U.S. 119, which paved some of the best “bottom land” in the county
(Portelli, 2011). The property that Woody is leasing from the county, however, had a house on it
in recent memory. The county is leasing the property to Woody at no cost to him. Woody says he
just has to keep the grass cut, take care of it, and keep it clean in order to maintain the access to
the property. This kind of non-transactional land arrangement seems to flow through Harlan
County. Considering the high number of vacant “farm” properties in the Harlan County, this
seems like a way for the county to lessen some of its financial burden in maintaining these
properties. This structural arrangement also allows farmers, like Woody, to expand their farming
operations who most likely would not be able to otherwise.
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The story of the apple orchard on Black Mountain offers another, long-term perspective
of land access and land tenure in Harlan County. When it comes to land access, John Creech
insisted that the coal companies will not sell land for any price, unless you have something they
want (Albert, E., Lewton, Z., & Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History, 1991). He said they went
back and forth with the company for a while before the deal was reached. He recalled that
transferring the land was not easy because Arch Mineral Company was located in St. Louis,
Missouri. John described the land as “…one of the best orchard sites I’ve ever seen” (Albert, E.,
Lewton, Z., & Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History, 1991). He described how the orchard is in
growing Zone 5 because of elevation, which is similar to the climate in the Northeast, whereas
most of Kentucky is in Zone 7. He talked about how orchards in Kentucky should be at the
highest elevation possible to avoid the frost that settles at lower elevations. John Creech believed
“…there’s a real future in this part of the state [for] fruit growing,” but the challenge is accessing
the land because the coal companies own all the good orchard sites and they will not sell it. John
Creech went on to say, “they own everything.” Arch Mineral Company did not want to give up
the land on Black Mountain either, but John Creech insisted that he would not sell if he did not
have somewhere to build a home and plant an orchard (Albert, E., Lewton, Z., & Louie B. Nunn
Center for Oral History, 1991). John Creech described how the coal company already mined the
coal out of the mountain, or at least that part of it, so they do not have to worry about the
company coming back for the land. It struck me how candidly John Creech spoke of the coal
companies and their ownership of the land without being specifically asked.
When I met with Terry Creech in March 2019, I had listened to the oral history
interviews that were conducted with his parents in 1991. Considering how critical Terry’s father,
John Creech, was about absentee landownership, I was curious how land access and absentee
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landownership would come up in my interview with Terry. As we drove up Black Mountain,
which is about 17 miles from his store front on U.S. 119, Terry pointed out the Virginia state
line, where “…they were mountaintop removing everything all the way up to West Virginia...”
He talked about how he was worried about his orchard because he leases the land from a land
company. He said, “…if it was up to them, there probably wouldn’t be anything here.” However,
a citizens group formed to protect the Black Mountain summit in Kentucky in 1998. This federal
protective order protected the mountain from mountaintop removal (MTR) by prohibiting coal
mining above 3,500 feet by deeming the land “unsuitable for mining” (Parsons, 2001). In 1999,
the state of Kentucky bought the timber and mineral rights to the top of Black Mountain from the
seven companies that owned the rights to it (Parsons, 2001). Terry described how the state
government deemed Black Mountain a sanctuary that should not be disturbed in part because of
the biodiversity it sustains. He said every summer, the state sends scientists to study the insects,
flora, and fauna. When I asked about the history of mining on Black Mountain, Terry said it has
been mined since the 1940s and they are “mining under here as we talk” at approximately 1,200
feet. Not only is there still mining on Black Mountain, but natural gas is also extracted out of the
mountain as well. Terry explained that in the past, one of the biggest risks to miners was a buildup of gas that could explode and kill everyone in the mine. Terry estimated that this gas line is
approximately 300 miles from Virginia to Pennsylvania and there are about 33 wells on Black
Mountain. The trucks they use weigh 80 tons, destroying what he describes used to be a good
road. As we were driving up to the orchard, there was a road crew working on the road that
winds around the mountain. Both Terry and his father seemed to think one benefit of the land
company owning the land is that they keep the road somewhat maintained. However, they were
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both still critical of the land company ownership in that the company only kept the road passable
for their own benefit.
To be clear, Terry did not speak as explicitly about absentee landownership and land
access as his father did in 1991. Terry did talk about the long-term lease with the land company
and the fact that the federal order protected the mountain from MTR. His comment that “…if it
was up to them, there probably wouldn’t be anything here,” however, did indicate a critical
stance of coal companies. Still, Terry made no connection between absentee landownership and
its impact on land access in Harlan County.
Coal production and agriculture
Throughout this research, it became clear that the relationship between coal production
and agriculture in Harlan County could not be ignored. Historically, subsistence agriculture has
supported coal as a commodity frontier. However, what about the relationship between coal
production and farming beyond the means of household production? When Woody—the
beginning farmer I interviewed in 2018—talked about how he started farming, he began the story
by saying he used to have a motorcycle repair shop; however, he explained he had to close the
shop in 2008 when he lost a significant portion of his business due to mine closures. He
explained that a lot of his customers were coal miners who could no longer afford their
motorcycles and that others moved away. Initially, I found the direct connection he made to the
loss of coal jobs and his business striking. Of course, it makes sense that major job losses in one
of the major industries in the county would have significant impacts on other businesses as well.
This example sheds light on the effects when a commodity frontier is disturbed. This example
also serves as evidence of the intricate relationship between coal production and agricultural
livelihoods.
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When I learned about the orchard on Black Mountain, I did not expect to find out that
there is still mining on the mountain. Nor did I expect to learn that natural gas is still extracted
from the mountain. Despite the mining at lower elevations, Terry continues to grow apples.
Terry spoke of the mining activities in a very matter-of-fact way. He seemed grateful that his
orchard would be protected from MTR because of the federal protective order.
Each narrator of the oral histories presented mentioned coal mining in one way or
another. Several narrators explained that their father worked in the coal mines (Creech, J., 1991;
Cox, D., 1991; Couch, H., 1991; Patterson, H., 1991). Harold Patterson’s (1991) father died
when he was a child. Raymond Cox (1991) spoke critically of strip mining, saying that he never
liked it because there were several open strip mines that he saw growing up that never were
reclaimed. Raymond said that after his father died in 1979, a coal company talked his mother
into allowing them to mine, which ruined the spring and left trenches in the land. He explained
that the coal company owned the mineral rights to the 10-15 acres of land. The company agreed
to move his mother’s house and fix it up; however, the land was never reclaimed like the
company said it would be. Raymond was critical of mining because he saw how it destroyed the
land, leaving acidic soil that would not grow anything. He also mentioned that his land has been
deep mined.
Devaluing agricultural livelihoods in Appalachia
In the process of trying to parse out the difference between subsistence farming and
commercial farming, I want to deconstruct the notion of subsistence farming. Subsistence
farming has played an important role in supporting low wages in the coal fields and as a
diversified livelihoods strategy more broadly. At the same time, broad generalizations about
Appalachian agriculture as necessarily subsistence has devalued agricultural livelihoods in the
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region. Historically, these assertions imply that because agriculture in Appalachia does not look
like commercial agriculture in the Midwest or in Western Kentucky, it cannot be called
agriculture.
In my visits to Harlan County, I noticed when I asked about agriculture, people would
often respond with a sort of disclaimer implying that it might not be what I would consider
agriculture. The extension agent I met early on explained that most families are engaged in what
might be described as subsistence agriculture. He described one farmer as someone who would
most likely give his produce away if I came at the right time. Later, when I met this farmer, I
learned that he is a full-time commercial grower. This comment on behalf of the extension agent
worked to minimize the contributions of this particular farmer. Other people would make
references to the marginal land and hillsides that are not well-suited for (industrial) agriculture.
These responses were common with farm service providers. It was as if since I was coming from
Lexington, they felt it necessary to warn me that I might not find what I was looking for. I think
these responses reflect entrenched notions of what qualifies as agriculture. More clearly, these
responses reflect discourses of agricultural development that have historically devalued
agricultural livelihoods in Appalachia.
Agricultural futures in Appalachia
This winter, I had the opportunity to attend the Eastern Kentucky Farmer Conference in
Jackson, Kentucky. Jackson is located in Breathitt County, another eastern Kentucky county
known for its coal production. Breathitt County is also home to the Robinson Center for
Appalachian Resource Sustainability (RCARS), which is a University of Kentucky initiative
aimed at “increas[ing] the long-term value added, sustainable income, and sustainable flow of
economic, ecological, and social goods and services from the land, natural resources, and people
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of Eastern Kentucky and the Appalachian Region” (Robinson Center). RCARS offers a variety
of workshops on gardening and farming to help support rural livelihoods in Eastern Kentucky.
Many of the farmers who presented at the Eastern Kentucky Farmer Conference talked
about how they used their hillsides to their advantage. They talked about the potential for maple
syrup production, mushroom cultivation, wildcrafting, and other types of agroforestry that are
well-suited for the landscape of the region. In this view, what we mean by agriculture moves
from the universalist perspective of what modern agriculture should look like to the specific
context and possibilities of farming in Appalachia. One farmer from another eastern Kentucky
county talked about the Kentucky Maple Syrup Association, which formed two years ago. The
association hosts a Maple Syrup School that helps people who are interested in getting into
maple syrup production. This farmer shared that about one-third of his land in Letcher County
had been strip mined and over-logged; however, the timber companies often leave behind red
maples and sugar maples trees, so they are well-developed. In Eastern Kentucky, this farmer
said, “Our forest is our farm.” He went on to talk about the agricultural opportunities of the
hillsides, countering arguments that land in Eastern Kentucky is worthless. He explained that
there is a big demand for maple syrup. Another member of the Maple Syrup Association, from
Johnson County, Kentucky, described how with the mountainous geography of Eastern
Kentucky, taps can be connected with tubbing through the mountains to help the sap flow,
reducing the need for addition equipment.
Another farmer from Northeast Kentucky talked about how they use their “worthless
hillside land” to cultivate and forage several types of mushrooms. This farm also engages in
maple syrup production, grows a variety of produce, sells jams and jellies, and other handcrafted
items. Many of the farmers thought that there are opportunities for a kind of agriculture that uses
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the landscape of Eastern Kentucky to its advantage. Moreover, this kind of site-specific
agriculture reflects the history and traditions of Appalachian food-ways.
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Chapter Four: Conclusions about Agricultural Livelihoods in Harlan County
In this thesis, I sought to explore what agricultural livelihoods look like in Harlan County
through the oral histories of a beginning farmer and a commercial apple grower who has been
engaged in farming for more than forty years. I drew upon archived oral histories in order to
present a longitudinal perspective. I made the case that any discussion of agricultural futures in
Appalachia must address issues of land access considering the historic patterns of absentee
landownership in the region. The narratives of farming further illustrate that more qualitative
research is needed to understand the structural arrangements farmers have with the land. Both the
beginning farmer and commercial apple grower had lease agreements with the county and a coal
company, respectively. These narratives show how farmers work within the context of absentee
landownership. Moreover, I have argued for the importance of acknowledging what farmers are
doing now and looking at what agriculture has looked like in recent modern history before
making broad sweeping claims for agricultural futures in Appalachia.
I critiqued what I referred to as discourses of development of agricultural and industrial
development that have been employed in Appalachia. I argued that these discourses, which often
reflect stereotypes of people and place, have worked to minimize the agricultural contributions of
Appalachian farmers. Ultimately, discourses of development in Appalachia either suggest
farming is not a viable livelihood or offer a prescriptive account of what farming should look
like. Furthermore, I argued that rather than viewing Appalachia as underdeveloped, the theory of
uneven development can help make sense of disparate development patterns in the region. This
approach requires exploring how coal production, as a commodity frontier, interacts with
agricultural livelihoods. The beginning farmer I interviewed linked the closure of his motorcycle
shop to the decline of the coal industry. The commercial apple grower is a former coal miner,
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who left coal mining to help his parents start a commercial orchard. I recently attended a
conference where a farm service provider mentioned the decline of the coal industry, suggesting
that miners might turn to farming. There are a number of farm service providers in Appalachia,
who are dedicated to serving farmers. Still, I have expressed for concerns about how some
discourses of agricultural development unfold. I am particularly concerned that land access is
rarely addressed in these discussions.
Moreover, I made the case for using oral history to challenge dominant narratives about
Appalachia. The oral histories presented offered a wide range of experiences and perspectives on
farming and land access in Harlan County. In this context, oral history was a powerful method
that sought to reclaim narratives that have been overshadowed with stereotypes of Appalachia as
“backwards” or “underdeveloped.” This research also points to the significance of offering a
platform for farmers in Harlan County to share their story. Both the beginning farmer and
second-generation apple grower expressed an eagerness to share their perspective on farming.
Terry communicated that “[Harlan County] does not get enough positive recognition,” indicating
the significance of sharing the story of the family orchard. The story of the commercial mountain
orchard started in 1975 is indeed a story of triumph. To see it in person is to appreciate the
accomplishment in full, which is something Terry said major news-outlets have not taken
advantage of even when they visit.
Many of the narratives presented in this thesis suggested that there is potential for
agriculture in Appalachia. Many talked about a growing demand for local produce from
households, schools, and restaurants. People often refer to Appalachia’s history of agricultural
traditions as evidence of its possibilities. Among the archived oral histories reviewed, several
people made a direct connection to the struggle for land access as a barrier to farming. While the
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second-generation apple grower did not make his view as explicitly, he did indicate that if Black
Mountain had not been protected from mountaintop removal, his orchard would not still be there.
These viewpoints represent the significance of land ownership. Because of the work of a citizens
group, Black Mountain was protected from the expanse of mountaintop removal because of its
ecological diversity. However, the fate of the mountain orchard could have been much different
if the ecological importance of Black Mountain was not recognized because the land is owned by
a land company. The towns of Benham and Lynch are currently fighting against proposals to
surface coal mine above the towns, which proponents argue would likely destroy the water
supply for the two communities. Benham and Lynch have been working to build the tourism
industry as an approach to economic development in the face of the declining coal industry.
However, the legacy of absentee ownership in Harlan County has resulted in a struggle over
natural resources and a continual challenge for city officials and residents.
Broader implications and future research
Several other themes emerged that I was not able to explore in depth. Future research
could explore the challenges of meeting labor demands, especially when small farm operations
want to expand production. Several informants spoke of the challenges they faced in finding
farm workers. This was a concern for the second-generation apple grower, Terry, who revealed
that they struggle to find reliable workers to pick apples in the summer. Part of this challenge
reflects the seasonal nature of farm work. Most farms do not have the same labor demands all
year, rather the demand for labor increases during planting and harvesting times. Terry explained
that the physical demand of apple picking if often harder work than what people expect. The
seasonal aspect of apple picking means that workers may find stable employment elsewhere.
Terry indicated that it is difficult to compete for labor with a company that can offer $15 an hour
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and possibly benefits. In the archives, other informants noted similar challenges of finding help
on the farm. Many of these responses indicated a loss of agricultural knowledge even if help can
be found.
Throughout this study, I found myself making a case for focusing on agricultural
livelihoods in Harlan County to almost anyone who would listen. People outside of Eastern
Kentucky often responded with sense of bewilderment that there was agriculture in Harlan
County. These responses pointed to how the dominant narratives of Harlan County have been
represented and recreated as the coal fields. Still, I found that coal identity was important to
many narrators and to how Harlan County positions itself in the tourism industry. Terry indicated
this by introducing himself as a former coal miner in both his oral history interview and to an
audience at the Eastern Kentucky Farmer Conference, even though he quit working in the coal
mines in 1975. Benham and Lynch are home to several coal history museums, including Portal
31, where visitors can tour an underground mine. In sum, I noticed that the history of coal
production in Harlan County is important to how many narrators told their story. While there
were a wide range of viewpoints on coal mining, and of coal companies, almost every oral
history analyzed in this thesis mentioned coal in one way or another. I have hoped to bring a
nuanced discussion of agricultural livelihoods in Harlan County. Farming is not what most
people think of when they think of Eastern Kentucky. Terry mentioned that he thinks it is
important for school groups to visit the orchard so they know something other than coal mining.
I have not wished to claim that agriculture is the future for Harlan County. Rather, I wanted to
lift the stories of Harlan County farmers to challenge narratives of what is possible for Eastern
Kentucky.
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Appendix A:
Farms in Harlan
County
Census Year
Number of Farms
Average Acres
1964
175
150
1969
60
150
1974
46
146
1978
26
239
1982
27
240
1987
28
226
1992
29
167
1997
27
86
2002
23
81
2007
37
82
2012
34
184
2017
39
173
Source: Census of Agriculture. (1964-2019). Farmland Ownership and Tenure: Results from the
1964-2016 Tenure, Ownership, and Transition of Agricultural Land Survey.
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Appendix B: Map of Kentucky with Harlan County highlighted

Source: U.S. Department of the Interior | U.S. Geological Survey (2016).
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